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Star Wars
The plain, brown cloak that Sir Alec Guinness 1) __________ when he played the

character  Obi-Wan Kenobi 2) __________ the Star Wars films is part 3) __________ a

collection of film and television costumes that will be sold. Alec Guiness died 4) __________

2000.

5) __________ cloak disappeared thirty years ago and was then used in 6) __________ films. It

was even used by people going 7) __________ fancy dress parties. Experts think it will

8) __________ for £40,000.

1. wear wore wearing

2. in on at

3. off for of

4. on in for

5. A The Those

6. other others other’s

7. to at from

8. sell sold sale
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ANSWERS

Star Wars
The plain, brown cloak that Sir Alec Guinness 1) __________ when he played the

character  Obi-Wan Kenobi 2) __________ the Star Wars films is part 3) __________ a
collection of film and television costumes that will be sold. Alec Guinness died 4) __________
2000.

5) __________ cloak disappeared thirty years ago and was then used in 6) __________ films. It
was even used by people going 7) __________ fancy dress parties. Experts think it will
8) __________ for £40,000.

1. wear wore wearing

2. in on at

3. off for of

4. on in for

5. A The Those

6. other others other’s

7. to at from

8. sell sold sale
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